JOE LABERO MAKES A FIERY RETURN FOR
A NIGHT OF MAGIC AT RAFFLES
Brace yourself for the Brand New Fiery Show from 16 Jan – 22 Feb 2015

Singapore, December 22, 2014 – Following the spectacular success of INCANTO in 2013
and A NIGHT OF MAGIC AT RAFFLES in 2014, renowned magic master Joe Labero returns
with a brand new fiery show from 16 January - 22 February 2015. The four-time Merlin
Award Winner has conjured hypnotizing illusions as awe-inspiring as they are mindblowing and spectacular to dazzle the audience at the beautiful Jubilee Hall theatre at
Raffles Hotel in Singapore.
An enrapturing new show that flashes with excitement, Labero attempts to tame what
is perhaps nature’s most powerful element – fire – assisted by the hottest guest
performers and fire artistes – Burnt Out Punks. Together, they create a fiery punk circus

show that combines old favourites with brand new illusions that have never been seen
before.
Labero’s spellbinding career has cast him as one of today’s most respected and
captivating magicians. For Labero, performance is not just a job, but a passion that
sparked off at the young age of 12 inspired by the gift of a magician’s box. He has
since performed 2000 shows in Australia and over 5000 shows in Europe.
Join the ranks of royalty, presidents and performers, and be prepared to be enthralled
by global star Joe Labero and his inferno in A Night of Magic at Raffles.
***

Ticketing Details:
Event Name:

A Night of Magic at Raffles

Date:

16 January to 22 February 2015

Venue:

Jubilee Hall, Raffles Hotel

Time:

Weekdays – 7.30pm
Saturdays – 3.00pm, 7.30pm
Sundays – 3.00pm

Prices:

VIP Reserve (Meet & Greet) – Adults: $230, Children: $215
VIP Box Seats (4 seats) Balcony with drinks - $920
Standard – Adults: $125, Children: $60
Restricted View – Adults: $75, Children: $50

About Krall Entertainment
Krall Entertainment produces and market experiences. The expertise is extensive and
spans the entire entertainment industry. The company initiate, produces and markets
show experiences beyond the ordinary. Krall Entertainment also works in partnership
with a variety of reputable partners. Krall Entertainment AB is headquartered in Sweden
with hubquarter in Singapore.
A Night of Magic at Raffles is presented in partnership with:
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